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I begin their week with... 

- More sober emotions that reflect best early years.
- When of the state' 
- It seems to 
- The girls that wear patriot today and have always been born a united spirit.
- Perhaps there are no girls on the team. It devolves upon women to seize the initiative and more to occupy a place in the bastion today. The existence of a tense interest in baseball among men cannot be denied. Women, however, have not responded as they should. Today's the day to reform. 

- Last time today
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The first senior week

Senior women of the class of '18 have a week's vacation, but will still long be followed. Senior week is born of a spirit among the women of the senior class, and the pervading unity of the group has been productive of strong bonds. Senior week will live to honor the class that brought it forth.

Men have always taken the initiative in class affairs. This year their minds are somewhat disturbed, their lives too unsettled, class affairs are made too trivial, for thought of war. They cannot be expected to carry the burden of class activity when grades this day are important in colleges. Senior week is treating camps. These lesser duties of class management must revert to the women.

There is something almost emotional in the sight of senior caps on the campus. They seem ungirded festivities. The girls who wear them continue a new sensation, and they greet their classmates similarly adorned with smiles of better fellowship.

Perhaps it is the realization that behind the number that has drawn the senior women together at this time. Perhaps it is the deeper and more sober emotions that reflect from war. Whatever it is, it is theoleon's closer than in former years, and class spirit seems to manifest itself in a more active form.

The next surprise

"Senior week" has been called for lack of a better name. The week began, that name seemed satisfactory, but as it progressed the seniors are becoming more aware that this shall be no seven-day week. Spirit is high everywhere, anything that cannot be bottled up.

Senior week seems to express itself in...
BASEBALL
ILLINOIS vs. IOWA
TODAY--3 P. M.

WHERE TO FIND THESE SENIORS NEXT YEAR

---

Jesse Adams, teaching at Maple Hill.

Augs Adam, teaching at Camp Italian.

Eldon Aldred, teaching at Luson.

Anna Anderson, teaching at Eastland College, Luson.

J. Frank Bickel, teaching at Luson.

Herald Cole, teaching at Dwight.

Glade Cram, teaching in Chicago.

Mary Diemlin, teaching at Luson.

Vera Dunton, teaching at Forestville.

Harriet Elton, teaching at Dwight.

Charles Elting, teaching at Eastland.

Damon Ely, teaching at Dwight.

Charles Ely, teaching at Eastland.

Cora Evans, teaching at Dwight.

Harriet Evans, teaching at Dwight.

Miss Emery, teaching at Dwight.

John Farley, teaching at Dwight.

Edward Fish, teaching at Dwight.

Alice Fisk, teaching at Dwight.

Frank Fischer, teaching at Dwight.

Chester Flink, teaching at Dwight.

John Flom, teaching at Dwight.

Ivan Ginger, teaching at Dwight.

Mary Ginger, teaching at Dwight.

Cyrus Gilman, teaching at Dwight.

S. H. Gilmore, teaching at Dwight.

Harriet Gilmore, teaching at Dwight.

Charles Griffin, teaching at Dwight.

Mary Grierson, teaching at Dwight.

John Grimm, teaching at Dwight.

William Hedges, teaching at Dwight.

Hiram Herndon, teaching at Dwight.

Paul Herndon, teaching at Dwight.

Charles Herndon, teaching at Dwight.
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Eugene Herndon, teaching at Dwight.
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